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  Anna Held and the Birth of Ziegfeld's Broadway
Eve Golden,2021 Anna Held (1870?-1918), a petite
woman with an hourglass figure, was America's most
popular musical comedy star during the two decades
preceding World War I. In the colorful world of
New York theater during La Belle Époque, she
epitomized everything that was glamorous,
sophisticated, and suggestive about turn-of-the-
century Broadway. Overcoming an impoverished life
as an orphan to become a music-hall star in Paris,
Held rocketed to fame in America. From 1896 to
1910, she starred in hit after hit and quickly
replaced Lillian Russell as the darling of the
theatrical world. The first wife of legendary
producer Florenz Ziegfeld Jr., Held was the brains
and inspiration behind his Follies and shared his
knack for publicity. Together, they brought the
Paris scene to New York, complete with lavish
costumes and sets and a chorus of stunningly
beautiful women, dubbed The Anna Held Girls. While
Held was known for a champagne giggle as well as
for her million-dollar bank account, there was a
darker side to her life. She concealed her Jewish
background and her daughter from a previous
marriage. She suffered through her two husbands'
gambling problems and Ziegfeld's blatant affairs
with showgirls. With the outbreak of fighting in
Europe, Held returned to France to support the war
effort. She entertained troops and delivered
medical supplies, and she was once briefly
captured by the German army. Anna Held and the
Birth of Ziegfeld's Broadway reveals one of the
most remarkable women in the history of theatrical
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entertainment. With access to previously unseen
family records and photographs, Eve Golden has
uncovered the details of an extraordinary woman in
the vibrant world of 1900s New York.
  Embroidered Stories Edvige Giunta,Joseph
Sciorra,2014-07-29 For Italian immigrants and
their descendants, needlework represents a marker
of identity, a cultural touchstone as powerful as
pasta and Neapolitan music. Out of the artifacts
of their memory and imagination, Italian
immigrants and their descendants used
embroidering, sewing, knitting, and crocheting to
help define who they were and who they have
become. This book is an interdisciplinary
collection of creative work by authors of Italian
origin and academic essays. The creative works
from thirty-seven contributors include memoir,
poetry, and visual arts while the collection as a
whole explores a multitude of experiences about
and approaches to needlework and immigration from
a transnational perspective, spanning the late
nineteenth century to the late twentieth century.
At the center of the book, over thirty
illustrations represent Italian immigrant women’s
needlework. The text reveals the many processes by
which a simple object, or even the memory of that
object, becomes something else through literary,
visual, performance, ethnographic, or critical
reimagining. While primarily concerned with
interpretations of needlework rather than the
needlework itself, the editors and contributors to
Embroidered Stories remain mindful of its history
and its associated cultural values, which Italian
immigrants brought with them to the United States,
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Canada, Australia, and Argentina and passed on to
their descendants.
  Joseph Anton Hemann (1816-1897) Douglas Carl
Fricke,2015-09-29 At the peak of his career in
Cincinnati, Ohio, German-American Joseph A. Hemann
provided details for his biographical sketch
published in 1876. From this we learn of his early
life as a student, his Atlantic crossing to
Baltimore, his journey across the Alleghenies, his
first teaching job, meeting his life-long mate,
becoming a newspaper publisher and finally a
banker. He was socially active in the Queen City
of the West for almost forty years until a
devastating sequence of events drove him out of
town. This publication provides both genealogical
facts and an expanded biography of Hemann’s life
as a German immigrant and successful business man
in Cincinnati before, during, and after the Civil
War. In Section Four, the 19th century German
language newspapers of Cincinnati are summarized
including graphical images of the mastheads.
  Frederick Douglass David W. Blight,2020-01-07
**Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in History**
“Extraordinary…a great American biography” (The
New Yorker) of the most important African-American
of the nineteenth century: Frederick Douglass, the
escaped slave who became the greatest orator of
his day and one of the leading abolitionists and
writers of the era. As a young man Frederick
Douglass (1818–1895) escaped from slavery in
Baltimore, Maryland. He was fortunate to have been
taught to read by his slave owner mistress, and he
would go on to become one of the major literary
figures of his time. His very existence gave the
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lie to slave owners: with dignity and great
intelligence he bore witness to the brutality of
slavery. Initially mentored by William Lloyd
Garrison, Douglass spoke widely, using his own
story to condemn slavery. By the Civil War,
Douglass had become the most famed and widely
travelled orator in the nation. In his unique and
eloquent voice, written and spoken, Douglass was a
fierce critic of the United States as well as a
radical patriot. After the war he sometimes argued
politically with younger African Americans, but he
never forsook either the Republican party or the
cause of black civil and political rights. In this
“cinematic and deeply engaging” (The New York
Times Book Review) biography, David Blight has
drawn on new information held in a private
collection that few other historian have
consulted, as well as recently discovered issues
of Douglass’s newspapers. “Absorbing and even
moving…a brilliant book that speaks to our own
time as well as Douglass’s” (The Wall Street
Journal), Blight’s biography tells the fascinating
story of Douglass’s two marriages and his complex
extended family. “David Blight has written the
definitive biography of Frederick Douglass…a
powerful portrait of one of the most important
American voices of the nineteenth century” (The
Boston Globe). In addition to the Pulitzer Prize,
Frederick Douglass won the Bancroft, Parkman, Los
Angeles Times (biography), Lincoln, Plutarch, and
Christopher awards and was named one of the Best
Books of 2018 by The New York Times Book Review,
The Wall Street Journal, The Boston Globe, The
Chicago Tribune, The San Francisco Chronicle, and
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Time.
  Disney Frozen Anna's Book of Secrets ,2014-10
Princess Anna loves to dream, and can help you
keep your dreams and secrets safe inside this
book! Create an adventure planner, list your
favorite things, and write a letter to a special
person in your life. Keep your memories, photos,
and secrets together to treasure.
  The Annotated Paragraph Bible: Containing the
Old and New Testaments, According to the
Authorized Version, Arranged in Paragraphs and
Parallelisms ,1867
  Flight of the SkyCricket Jeremy Gordon
Grinnell,2023-08-24 In our world, science and
mythology are mortal enemies. But what if a world
existed where they were the same thing? In this
first volume of The Relics of Errus, Flight of the
SkyCricket, three sisters-Eli, Anna, and Rose
Hoover-stumble through a window in the wine cellar
of an old Victorian house and find themselves in
Errus, a world where natural disasters give birth
to mythological creatures-some harmless, some
horrific. Caught up in a quest involving
impassable deserts, dangerous jungles, dark
mountainous caverns, and a menagerie of dwarfs,
fairies, knights, and quirky scientists, they
search for the mythical Well of the sea goddess
Therra, which seems to be their only way home.
Trapped in a world that births fairies from
windstorms and dwarfs from earthquakes, everything
rests on finding the lost Well... if it even
exists. Both the pious and skeptic make their case
along the way, but belief may not always be
something you choose-sometimes it is something
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that happens to you.
  Research Writing in the Information Age Judith
Arnold,Carol Poston,Katie Witek,1999 Research
Writing in the Information Age reflects a unique
collaboration: the expertise of a librarian, a
classroom teacher, and a rhetorician guides
students through the research process. Beginning
with invention and exploration, this book
integrates current technology, research methods,
and evaluation of sources to help students
construct cohesive and responsible research
papers. Students learn to write in their own
voices to an audience whose needs they have been
taught to discover. The text covers both APA and
MLA styles of documentation, with sample papers in
each style, and treats both library and electronic
research techniques as integral steps in the
process. Research Writing in the Information Age
is a collaborative, real-world, user-friendly text
designed to teach students contemporary techniques
to take them into the next century.
  Little Women Louisa May Alcott,2013-05-13
Chronicles the joys and sorrows of the four March
sisters as they grow into young ladies in
nineteenth-century New England, in an annotated
edition that looks at the work in biographical,
social, and historical contexts.
  How about That! Stephen Borelli,2005 How about
that! the life of Mel Allen is the first biography
on perhaps the most famous sports broadcaster ...-
-Jacket.
  Anna, Duchess of Cleves Heather R.
Darsie,2019-04-15 A fresh look at Anne of Cleves’
life as a German noblewoman, and the Continental
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politics that affected her marriage. Did the
doomed union really cause the fall and execution
of Thomas Cromwell?
  The Poppy Lady Heather Johnson,2023-01-31 Madame
Anna Guérin is the fascinating personality behind
the title ‘The Poppy Lady’. Her idea of the
‘Inter-Allied Poppy Day’ gave work to women and
children in the devastated areas of France, in
addition to offering support for First World War
veterans. Born in 1878, she was an early feminist,
becoming financially independent. During the First
World War, and the immediate years after the
Armistice, many people knew of Madame Guérin’s
reputation as a selfless fundraiser for French and
American charities. Her speeches inspired many
people to make generous donations. Having had her
name lost in the mists of time, this is the first
biography of Madame E. Guérin. The book follows
her extraordinary story as ‘The Poppy Lady’, a
woman born before her time, but confined to
anonymity for too long.
  At Sister Anna's Feet Eileen O'Toole,2010-04-15
Eileen OToole has written a frank and brave memoir
about her years as a nun and her fearless decision
to leave the convent. Every pre-Vatican II
Catholic woman will identify with her story.
OToole opens the door so all can see behind the
walls and into the inner life of the convent. Her
story is the stuff of fiction, but all too true.
Everyone who reads this book will be greatly moved
and cheer for the young nun with the big dreams.
Patricia Eisemann, publishing executive Eileen
OToole has written a true life tale that will make
your spirits soar. This is required reading for
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anyone looking to keep the faith while making a
difference in the here and now. Denis Hamill,
author of Fork in the Road. Spurred on by her
Irish Catholic upbringing in the 1950s, Eileen
OToole decided to enter the convent and become a
nun at the young age of eighteen. Almost
immediately, she ran smack up against rules,
regulations, and arcane practices that ran counter
to her free-spirited nature. Deciding this life
was not for her she tried to escape, not once but
three times in the first year. During the second
year in the novitiate she was assigned to a
mission where she would meet the person who would
change her life forever. There, the elderly mother
superior, Sister Anna, taught her how to develop
her true spiritual self. As the years passed, her
work taking care of those who lived in the
poverty-stricken Brooklyn neighborhood of her
parish and beyond, brought her much joy and
solidified her commitment to being a nun. However,
all that would change when she was reassigned to a
wealthy parish on Long Island. No longer allowed
to attend to the poor, her life in the convent
became unbearable. She knew the only way she could
be true to herself and to the mission instilled in
her by Sister Anna was to escape. But the decision
was a lot easier than the deed.
  Anna William Loizeaux,1993 Several weeks after
Anna's death, William Loizeaux began a journal, a
chronicle of dates and anniversaries, of memories
and remembrances. Anna: A Daughter's Life is at
once an effort to recreate her life and to measure
his grief, to find reasons to go on while knowing
the past would not let go its hold. Who can make
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sense of the death of a child? Where is the design
to the enormity of that loss? Anna's death tore a
hole in the fabric of her parents' lives, forcing
them to confront what had seemed unimaginable.
  Journal of Mennonite Studies ,2006
  Women, Collecting, and Cultures Beyond Europe
Arlene Leis,2022-11-04 This book examines
collecting around the world and how women have
participated in and formed collections globally.
The edited volume builds on recent research and
offers a wider lens through which to examine and
challenge women’s collecting histories. Spanning
from the seventeenth century to the twenty-first
(although not organized chronologically) the
research herein extends beyond European
geographies and across time periods; it brings to
light new research on how artificiallia and
naturallia were collected, transported, exchanged,
and/or displayed beyond Europe. Women, Collecting
and Cultures Beyond Europe considers collections
as points of contact that forged transcultural
connections and knowledge exchange. Some authors
focus mainly on collectors and what was collected,
while others consider taxonomies, travel, patterns
of consumption, migration, markets, and the after
life of things. In its broad and interdisciplinary
approach, this book amplifies women’s voices, and
aims to position their collecting practices toward
new transcultural directions, including women’s
relation to distinct cultures, customs, and
beliefs as well as exposing the challenges women
faced when carving a place for themselves within
global networks. This study will be of interest to
scholars working in collections and collecting,
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conservation, museum studies, art history, women’s
studies, material and visual cultures, Indigenous
studies, textile histories, global studies,
history of science, social and cultural histories.
  Rendezvous at the Russian Tea Rooms Paul
Willetts,2015-10-01 Rendezvous at the Russian Tea
Rooms provides the first comprehensive account of
what was once hailed by a leading American
newspaper as the greatest spy story of World War
II. This dramatic yet little-known saga, replete
with telephone taps, kidnappings, and police
surveillance, centres on the furtive escapades of
Tyler Kent, a handsome, womanising 28-year-old Ivy
League graduate, who doubles as a US Embassy code
clerk and Soviet agent. Against the backdrop of
London high society during the so-called Phoney
War, Kent's life intersects with the lives of the
book's two other memorably flamboyant
protagonists. One of those is Maxwell Knight, an
urbane, endearingly eccentric MI5 spyhunter. The
other is Anna Wolkoff, a White Russian fashion
designer and Nazi spy whose outfits are worn by
the Duchess of Windsor and whose parents are
friends of the British royal family. Wolkoff
belongs to a fascist secret society called the
Right Club, which aims to overthrow the British
government. Her romantic entanglement with Tyler
Kent gives her access to a secret correspondence
between President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill,
a correspondence that has the potential to
transform the outcome of the war.
  Nuclear Forces Silvan S. Schweber,2012-06-18 “A
highly readable account . . . tracing the future
Nobel laureate through his formative years and up
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to the eve of World War II” (The Wall Street
Journal). On the fiftieth anniversary of
Hiroshima, Nobel-winning physicist Hans Bethe
called on his fellow scientists to stop working on
weapons of mass destruction. What drove Bethe, the
head of Theoretical Physics at Los Alamos during
the Manhattan Project, to renounce the weaponry he
had once worked so tirelessly to create? That is
one of the questions answered by Nuclear Forces, a
riveting biography of Bethe’s early life and
development as both a scientist and a man of
principle. As Silvan Schweber follows Bethe from
his childhood in Germany, to laboratories in Italy
and England, and on to Cornell University, he
shows how these differing environments were
reflected in the kind of physics Bethe produced.
Many of the young quantum physicists in the 1930s,
including Bethe, had Jewish roots, and Schweber
considers how Liberal Judaism in Germany helps
explain their remarkable contributions. A portrait
emerges of a man whose strategy for staying on top
of a deeply hierarchical field was to tackle only
those problems he knew he could solve. Bethe’s
emotional maturation was shaped by his father and
by two women of Jewish background: his overly
possessive mother and his wife, who would later
serve as an ethical touchstone during the
turbulent years he spent designing nuclear bombs.
Situating Bethe in the context of the various
communities where he worked, Schweber provides a
full picture of prewar developments in physics
that changed the modern world, and of a scientist
shaped by the unprecedented moral dilemmas those
developments in turn created. Praise for Nuclear
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Forces “Schweber’s account of Hans Bethe’s life .
. . reveals the origins of a charismatic
scientist, grounded in the importance of his
parents and his Jewish roots . . . [Schweber]
recreates the social world that shaped the
character of the last of the memorable young
scientists who established the field of quantum
mechanics.” —Publishers Weekly “Nuclear Forces is
a carefully researched, historically and
biographically insightful account of the
development of a profession and of one of its
leading representatives during a century in which
physics and physicists played key roles in
scientific, cultural, political, and military
developments.” —David C. Cassidy, author of A
Short History of Physics in the American Century
  The Westminster ,1908
  Real Charlotte Gatlin,2019-06-26 Coping with
life’s trials and tribulations can be tough – with
motherhood, life, divorce, bankruptcy, and cancer
– Charly always knew the Lord heard her pleas and
would carry her though.
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